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QUESTION 1

Which statement best describes software-defined networking (SDN)? 

A. SDN allows software to leverage the network infrastructure, enabling a centralized and policy-based approach to
network provisioning and traffic forwarding. 

B. SDN allows administrators to share software, policies, templates, and applications between multiple virtual machines
that are running on the same network. 

C. SDN is another name for OpenFlow, a protocol that lets switches handle traffic with OpenFlow tables rather than
MAC forwarding tables and routing tables. 

D. SDN lets IT developers manage physical infrastructure devices directly without pre-defined templates or intermediary
devices. 

Correct Answer: A 

The HP VAN SDN Controller is a Java-based OpenFlow controller enabling SDN solutions such as network controllers
for the data center, public cloud, private cloud, and campus edge networks. This includes providing an open platform for
developing experimental and special- purpose network control protocols using a built-in OpenFlow controller. The HP
VAN SDN Controller is a platform for developing SDN applications and deploying SDN applications. The controller can
be characterized as providing a Base Control Platform, a Distributed Platform for High-Availability and Scalability, and
an Extensible Platform. 

Reference: HP VAN SDN Controller Administrator Guide 

 

QUESTION 2

A company has an IRF-based, 2-tier FlexFabric architecture in its data center. The company is now increasing the
amount of server virtualization and also adding more redundant connections across the network infrastructure
backbone. Which benefit does software-defined networking (SDN) provide for this FlexFabric solution? 

A. SDN applications can extend the virtual switches inside hosts into the control plane of multiple physical infrastructure
devices. 

B. SDN can help core routing switches handle more routing table entries without sacrificing performance. 

C. SDN extends the SNMP MIBs to include MIBs for virtual switches. 

D. SDN applications can help to provision network connectivity for virtual machines and to forward traffic across
complex meshes of links 

Correct Answer: A 

Q: What is HP\\'s SDN strategy? 

A: Virtual Application Networks represent HP\\'s software-defined network vision. By leveraging SDN-enabled
infrastructure, control plane, applications and integrated management systems HP is creating an open ecosystem to
drive new innovation in networking. 

Q: What is the HP Virtual Application Networks SDN Controller? 
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A: The HP Virtual Application Networks SDN controller is an integral part of HP\\'s Virtual Application Networks offering.
The controller acts as the central building block for an abstracted control plane in the SDN architecture. 

Reference: Virtual Application Networks Overview http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/4AA4-4714ENW.pdf?
jumpid=em_r1165_ww/en/large/eg/ RelatedLink/Virtual_Application_Networks_Overview_FAQs/resourc
efinder/Jan_2013 

 

QUESTION 3

A switch connects to the HP VAN SDN Controller, which has the HP Network Protector SDN Application installed.
These are the switch details: 

Switch: 3800-24G-2XG Firmware: KA15.14.003 

OpenFlow negotiated: 1.3 

Which channel will be used for communication with the HP Network Protector application? 

A. OpenFlow Channel 

B. Normal Forwarding 

C. Service Insertion Tunnel 

D. GRE Tunnel 

Correct Answer: A 

The application uses the switch firmware information to decide if the communication with the switch is through
OpenFlow channel or through the application Insertion tunnel. For firmware versions K.15.14 and lower, the application
communicates with the switch through OpenFlow channel. For firmware versions KA.15.15.0015 and greater, the
application can communicate with the switch either through OpenFlow channel or Service Insertion tunnels. 

Reference: HP Network Protector SDN Application Administrator Guide 

 

QUESTION 4

Which services does HP IMC SDN Manager provide? (Select two.) 

A. Managing switch listeners 

B. Updating Topology Service discovery protocol 

C. Managing OpenFlow enabled SDN resources 

D. Creating and maintaining flow policies 

E. Managing and maintaining application awareness 

Correct Answer: CD 

* 
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HP VAN SDN Manager provides the following: / Consistent management experience across SDN and traditional
networks / Configuration, monitoring, and policy management for a software-defined network / OpenFlow switch
management for quick troubleshooting and deployment 

* 

SDN management HP Provides a complete SDN management solution that: / Delivers network agility through rapid
provisioning and automation of network policy enforcement and enabling SDN deployments. / Accelerates application
deployment through rapid provisioning of server connectivity. / Enables service agility and velocity from access to core
through network resource provisioning. / Provides comprehensive management of all SDN layers. 

Reference: Mock RFI for Enterprise SDN Solutions 

 

QUESTION 5

How is a leader elected in an HP VAN SDN Controller team by default? 

A. by the lowest IP address value 

B. by the lowest priority value 

C. by the highest priority value 

D. by the highest IP address value 

Correct Answer: C 

Once a team is configured, the configuration and monitoring of team members and their associated OpenFlow switches
is performed by the team manager. If the team manager goes down, the controller with the next highest priority in the
team configuration becomes the team manager. Note: Team Management Each controller belonging to a team is a
team member. To centralize team management and control, one controller is designated as the team manager.
Teaming is configured on one controller and is automatically propagated to the other controllers in the team, regardless
of which controller becomes the team manager. 

Reference: HP VAN SDN Controller Administrator Guide 
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